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Making a Visual Rhetoric COM 270 short film
Take any of the final exam booklet questions and create a visual answer by
shooting a short (3-5 minutes) movie clip.
Make good use of The Age of the Image, chapter 6 (“Grammar, Rhythm, and
Rhyme in the Age of the Image”), and of all the many hours you’ve spent
watching TV, movies, Netflix, your smartphone, etc. This project will take what
you’ve internalized by growing up with visual media and screens and ask you
to manifest this knowledge and experience in a film clip you produce yourself.
You are telling a story. Compose and construct a video using whatever means
you wish, but keep it simple. For example, your “cast” could be action figures,
Disney princess dolls, vegetables. If you need equipment, check it out from
VikingFusion (vidcams, digital recorders, mics, etc.). But please don’t worry
about technical proficiency.
Pre-production
1. Know your goal: A visual response to any ONE of the questions in the final
exam booklet accessible from the course webpage. Thus, you are striving to
inform, but in an entertaining way.
2. Know your audience: Let’s hypothesize you showing this film to current and
future students of Visual Rhetoric. So they will know Peirce, Berger, etc.
3. Choose the appropriate format: Though most will likely use straight
narrative, by all means be creative. Think about structure. Play with notions of
time and space, if it serves your purpose. Adopt the structure of a particular
genre, like sci-fi, romantic comedy, film noir, or absurdist, to name just a few
examples.
4. Plan, plan, plan . . . and plan some more: You need a script. Don’t worry
about the format for this, just get your ideas down on paper. Plot out your
dialogue, if any, as well as your action, even your camera movement (see
pages 174-181 for more on this). You need a storyboard (see pages 166-169).
Again, don’t worry about your artwork or brushwork, just get the ideas on
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paper to visually map out your short film. (Note in the book that even 3rdgraders do this!) Stick figures are fine, for example.
Production
Plenty on this in the book, but here you’re thinking about what you will fill
your frame with (and therefore what you’ll be leaving out), the kinds of
camera angles and perspectives you will use (low angle, high angle, dutch
angle, POV), the kinds of shots you want (establishing shots, long shots,
medium shots, close-ups, etc.), and how you will achieve balance in your shots
using the rule of thirds. The sum of these parts will be a sense of movement
and the passing of time. We should feel where the camera is taking us without
thinking about the camera.
Other considerations: lighting, sound (natural, dialogue, music, etc.), scenes
and sets.
Post-production
How do you carve an Indian out of a block of wood? Cut away all the parts
that aren’t an Indian. As film director Francis Ford Coppola said, “The essence
of cinema is editing.” This is where you really create your story and your
particular reality. Cut away all that isn’t a necessary part of your story. Editing
is sometimes called “the cutting room.”
Here you are thinking about arc, transitions, tying together characters and
scenes, perhaps communicating through metaphor (a big idea), and where
you want to take the viewer. As we’ve discussed many times in class, most
visual stories, be they major motion pictures or 30-second pharmaceutical
ads, occur in three acts: Set the scene and introduce the characters, put them
in crisis, resolve the crisis.
Lots more in your book, which reminds us “not to be intimidated.” We’re far
more interested in learning how to tell visual stories, and how they work, than
we are in technical proficiency. Start small. Keep it simple. Learn from failure.
And tell a story.
Submit with your YouTube (or Vimeo or whatever) URL, your script and your
storyboards. Work together or alone. But do the work yourselves (no
“consultants”).
Be sure to sign one of the submitted documents assuring me that all of the
intellectual property you are submitting is in fact your own. (In other words,
your honor pledge.)
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